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About This Game

Blockland is a non-linear sandbox game with no set goals, giving players the freedom to design and construct elaborate
structures. Styled as a tiny minifigure, players build inside of the virtual world using bricks reminiscent of toy blocks. These

structures can be built in either a single-player or multiplayer (either online or through a local area network) setting.
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For me it is a 10\/10

What a beautiful, amazing, fantastic adventure and point and click game. I adored it from the very start until the breath-taking
\u2013 and somehow - a bit sorrowful ending. No worries \u2013 no spoilers. It is a good story.

The story is eminent in all details. Just eminent.

It folds out again and again and all of the characters come to life. You really do believe in them as the story unfolds.
All characters matters. Good or evil. Because it is a game of good and evil \u2013 could it have been anything else?

The graphics are well composed; all of a sudden you notice details that you did not pay attention to earlier. The details may not
have anything to do with the story, but it doesn\u2019t matter.
But this is how you can tell that the developers really cared. That the game really mattered to them in all those tiny details. And
then it matters to you as well.

Be in for a game with some nut-cracking puzzles \u2013 some of them may not make any sense at first, but we will figure it out
sooner or later.
And maybe we will not\u2026

If it is a problem, the game has an amazing hint system: You can ask for a hint \u2013 but only a little piece of hint little by
little. It is unfolding to the length of your need. Nothing more...
I have played a lot of games in the same genre on Steam and on other platforms, but this is truly the best way of helping the
players if they are stuck.

As you can tell, I really enjoyed \u201cThe Inner World\u201d.
Nah: I was carried away to another world, and I wished I could stay there forever. It was one of my best game experiences ever.

I will give it a 10\/10, and I am going to play again and maybe again. I might have missed some obscure details\u2026 In fact: I
know I have\u2026

If you like point and click, well-thought-of voiceovers (sorry I didn\u2019t mention those \u2013 they are terrific), lots of
surprises, astonishing characters and a good length of a game, you should just buy it. It is AMAZING!

I am looking forward to se more games from the indendant german studio Fizbin.. This is way too stupid.. This game is the
sequel to the free-to-play Serafina's Saga. While nominally associated with that game, Serafina is not the protagonist in this title.
Instead, she is one of the possible future rulers of Darzia. And may well have ended up that way, except for the little matter of
the death of the previous queen, and suspicions that land on each of the claimants, leaving the protagonist Odell Perin as regent.
Now you have to figure out how to rule while trying to find the true killer.4

Perhaps you yourself will take the crown.. I want to preface this by saying if you are looking for a tactical game in the vein of
xcom this isn't it. You have a base that you manage and squads of soldiers that you send out, but you only have control over their
positioning and broad tactics not when and wear they shoot or use their equipment.

That said it's still fun to manage your base and optimize your soldiers gear. There are quite a few different stats to manage and
the combat is more complex than it appears on the surface. Getting your soldiers from raw recruits that cower before bugs to
super soldiers that burn through dragons is pretty satisfying.

And while you don't have a lot of control positioning does matter in the harder fights. As does which weapons you take.
Admittedly on easy mode you basically just let the fights run, but on extreme giving the proper loadout and sending your
soldiers into cover is the difference between between being wiped out and winning the fight.
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The bad thing is that this is not particularly apparent to start with. Poison and lasers are basically the best choice for the first half
of the game, and you simply won't have the tools to deal with some of the tougher enemies except brute force. It gets more
interesting once you research psi powers and a few of the more advanced weapons, but that takes long enough that I can see why
people would be put off.

The best part of the game though is the story and the art. The story has a surprising amount of world building, and kept my
interest through the whole thing. And the art is quite good in the UI, which you will be looking at a lot. There is a large amount
of soldier portraits and they change as you augment them, which is neat. Though the actual battle animations are mediocre. They
aren't the worst 3D models I've seen, but they aren't the best either.

The only annoyance I have is that the story is fairly linear. It doesn't matter how well you do in battle. If the story needs you to
lose it will say you lost horribly. And occasionaly there is a disjoint between what you were fighting and what it says you were
fighting. It kind of felt like the developers just decided they needed a fight for every major event whether it was necessary for
the story or not.

There are three different endings, but it entirely relies on how well you can do in battle rather than any choices you make during
the conversations. I spent an hour trying to figure out a different conversation path to no effect. And it's actually impossible to
lose. If you lose enough times in a mission the game will eventually gift your units with miraculous aiming and dodging prowess
to beat the mission. I found that out when I was trying to deliberatly drop my fate score and my pistol armed medic started
defeating hordes of enemies solo.

That said you're only going to get the worst ending if you rely on that. And getting the best ending is actually a dramatically
harder prospect even on Easy difficulty. On extreme, well it's a challenge.

Overall I would say if you're interested in a neat story and some casual base building and combat this is for you. I at least felt it
was worth the price.. The DLC adds several new scenarios, and new maps that focus on larger team battles which are great for
casual play against the AI wit hsome friends. The new frigates help introduce more options in the early game as well, as
previously each race had only a couple of options for low teir combat units.. This game is quite boring. The game mostly plays
itself, choices that I make don't seem to have any direct consequences. There are many items available to equip your troops
with, but chosing one weapon over the other doesn't have any results on combat. Going one way over another in the tech tree
also didn't seem to make any difference. The battles are tedious and offer no fun to watch. It felt like I kept doing the same
things: fast forward to complete reasearch, watch my troops autofight a battle, click some rooms in a dungeon to loot items, and
repeat all steps. The story is interesting, but does not offer enough fun to compensate for the other boring factors of the game..
The AI for the cubs is really annoying. They are constantly trying to wander away from the safe den and directly into danger.
Plus the playing mechancis are really weird. Also, the graphics are dated. I mean, some of the symbols for eating and picking up
the cubs make me think of pre N64 games. 2\/10 would not recommend.. It's exactly what it looks like, and more than I
expected for that price.. The movement in this game is TERRIBLE! You lose bascially all momentum trying to slide or wall run.
Literally fall straight down. Not fun at all.... Great VR experience. Only about 15 minutes long but very immersive. Looking
forward to more chapters being available. If you got the cash to spare it is worth the quick ride.
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Ok, I played 10 rounds now.... and I am so confused.
You walk through the dungeon repeatedly hitting S like an idiot in order to avoid stumbling into a trap..... like an idiot. Then I
find out you can harvest these mushrooms everywhere. I spend 20 gold identifying one.... but all the mushrooms are different
and require 20 gold to identify each.... uhm... ok not doing that anymore.

I finally get my hands on a weapon and I can kill multiple slugs and spiders in a row.... but I continue to lose health and
eventually I just die... and I have learned nothing...

What I gather is you gotta start a run and be lucky enough to not only find a weapon but also to find a ring or scroll that is
hopefully worth some gold so you can heal and continue your journey.
Maybe then you can actually unlock one of those heritages... or actually use a bow or cast a spell.... all I do is walk into enemies
so far....
Always sell your food and drink at the start. The chances of you actually surviving long enough to die of hunger or thirst are
astronomical.
Oddly enough, my first run got me over 700 points. I never got close to that again, it's still my highscore xD
For 5 bucks it's an interesting window into some interesting game culture. But I figure this must have been done better
somewhere else. I think I've had my fill of this madness..
\uff44\uff41\uff52\uff4b\u3000\uff41\uff45\uff54\uff48\uff45\uff54\uff49\uff43\uff53
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. I have known about this game for years and now it's finally on steam. I've always loved it, its music, pixel art, and somewhat
retro vibe. It's decently challenging for newcomers and gets tougher.

 I've been playing pixeljam games since 2008 or so, love them.. Great party game! Controllers work great, game is easy and
quick to learn, art is cute, and characters are fun.. Although I have under an hour of play time at the moment, I'd figure a review
is needed. Christmas games are few and far between, finding a fun one is even tougher. I do recommend this game for those
searching for a little Christmas theme cheer to brighten their gaming time. It has it's various gaming modes with bots,
multiplayer, and FFA. There's only three maps, so I wished there were more. Fun seasonal game to add to any collection.. An
honest review:
Today I get an 80% off discount in my inbox for CameraBag photo since I bought camerabag 2. I Bought for $10.00!
Super awesome....So I compared the two softwares by opening both at the same time.
First, Both opened and ran perfectly...no problems. No errors. perfection. Havent tried to open one photo in camera bag then
export it to the other. Going to try this, will update if this works or not.

First Camerabag photo has some of the basic features that came with camerabag 2. Once you get over that then you should be
fine. HOWEVER, This is why I love both... Camerabag photo has a better UI interface. everything is ORGANIZED BY
CLICKABLE FOLDERS! E.G Advance light, Film tone, etc and you can hide them when your not using it

Second: They have expanded more Options for creativity. They have emulated film stocks and film techinques that are almost
perfection. If your a film photographer that scans their work in and use programs like these to edit work This is great because
....you can achieve the same affects in a darkroom.... without going thru the trouble of a darkroom....

Third The price is great for 39.99. I paid 10.00 but they give you so much. i feel like they should charge more. There are more
options than the original.

. It just doesn't work, when starting the app it freezes up and says "Unknown Error 10002".. Good horror VN.

Not sure if it worth the price, but I'm sure it's worth to be played. So, if this game on sale, or you have some spare money, I
gladly recomend it.. It doesn't show up. I payed for it. I asked for help on every steam\/uplay\/far cry channel available...no
response what so ever. I think this is just some kind of stupid joke or a way of just stealing money from thrusting
costumers...really, really bad.. Awesome little shooter. Addictive gameplay, and the price is right!
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